
Polaris + Vega LX
A HOLISTIC SOLUTION TO LIBRARY MANAGEMENT AND ENGAGEMENT

Pairing the Polaris ILS with the Vega Library Experience (LX) suite provides libraries with a holistic view 
of their operations. While Polaris manages your collection, the modules within Vega LX are designed to 
handle your community relationships and patron interactions. Right now, libraries often take a patchwork 
approach to engaging with patrons through different products for managing emails, discovery, and event 
registration — often with frustrating integrations and no oversight into how those tools overlap or work 
together. Polaris + Vega LX eliminates those frustrations while keeping patron data in one, secure ecosystem. 

VEGA LX

POLARIS

VEGA LX
The Vega Library Experience platform brings 
all of your modern community engagement 
tools, previously purchased from disparate 
third-party vendors, into one, fully-integrated 
and secure ecosystem.

POLARIS WEB-BASED ILS
Polaris is an award-winning ILS that provides 
a powerful, modern foundation on which to 
build the future of library services. Polaris 
is proven to streamline staff workflows, 
reduce systems overhead costs, and improve 
patron services.
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“  We previously couldn’t do 

integrations without draining  

our resources…Polaris has  

given us the capability and 

mechanism to create key 

integrations, and Innovative has 

been really easy to work with. ”
Customer #13
ROI study conducted by Hobson & Company, 
www.hobsonco.com

Your patrons are more than a barcode.  
And no two patrons or community members are alike.

Reach out to an Innovative sales rep today to learn how Polaris + Vega LX can be customized 
to serve your unique community.

Request a demonstration

510.619.3566 | sales@iii.com | www.iii.com/contact

AN INTEGRATED ECO-SYSTEM
Polaris and Vega LX work together through a 
foundational layer called Vega Connect. Vega Connect 
unlocks an extended view of all patron activities by 
linking data between the ILS and the modules within 
Vega LX. The result is an integrated ecosystem that 
enables you to manage the full lifecycle of library 
operations through tools that work well together and 
share data. When you invest in the Polaris web-based 
ILS plus Vega LX, you get: 

VEGA LX
� Discovery and collection exploration
� Enhanced content through Syndetics Unbound
� Embeddable Showcases
� Patron self-service and account management
� Patron circulation notices and email journeys
� Email marketing automation
� An integrated database for patrons and  

marketing contacts
� Events and room bookings
� Patron mobile app integrations

POLARIS:
� Circulation and fulfillment  

(including offline circulation)
� Hold Requests
� Cataloging and authorities
� Inventory Control
� Acquisitions and funds management
� EDI Ordering
� Serials Management
� System Administration and Configuration
� Basic and Advanced Reporting with integrations 

(SQL, Tableau)
� Polaris API

“  Polaris absolutely saves us  

time on maintaining the 

catalog … that is our top  

favorite thing about the system; 

we can do so much more than 

before [in terms of updating  

the catalog] …the possibilities 

are much greater. ”
Customer #12
ROI study conducted by Hobson & Company, 
www.hobsonco.com




